Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Once upon a time (open hands) there were three bears (hold up 3 fingers) who lived in a little cottage (draw a picture
of a cottage with hands), Daddy Bear (hold hands over head) , Mummy Bear ( hold hands on hips) and (bring fists
together) b (crouch down).
One sunny morning (make a circle overhead with arms), they woke up (big stretch) and went downstairs for breakfast.
“My porridge is too hot! “(wave hand in front of mouth) said Baby Bear . So (rolling hands) they decided to go for a walk
(walking fingers) but they left their front door open!
Meanwhile (tap watch), Goldilocks (curly hair gesture) was out for a walk too. She saw the open door of the little
cottage and decided to go in!
First (hold up 1 finger) Goldilocks saw three chairs: a big chair (outstretch hands) for Daddy Bear, a small chair (move
hands closer together) for Mummy Bear and a tiny chair (hold hands almost touching) for Baby Bear. She sat down
(pretend to sit) in the big chair but it was too hard (bang hand). She sat down in the little chair but it was too soft
(waggle fingers). So she sat down on the tiny chair but (shrug shoulders and hold arms out to the side) it broke! SMASH!
Next (point two fingers down and to the left) Goldilocks was hungry. There were three bowls: a big bowl for Daddy
Bear, a small bowl for Mummy Bear and a tiny bowl for Baby Bear. She decided to have some! She ate some (spoon
into mouth) from the big bowl but it was too hot (wave hand in front of mouth). She ate some from the small bowl but
it was too cold (rub arms as if cold). She ate some from the tiny bowl and it was just right so she ate it all up! (spoon
into mouth quickly)
Then (point two fingers down and to the right) Goldilocks was tired (rub eyes) so she decided to go upstairs and have a
rest. She saw three beds: a big bed for Daddy Bear, a small bed for Mummy Bear and a tiny bed for Baby Bear. She lay
down (two hands next to head like going to sleep) in the big bed but it was too hard . She lay down in the little bed but
it was too soft . She lay down in the tiny bed and it was just right so she fell fast asleep (close eyes and pretend to
sleep).
At that moment (point to hand), the bears arrived home. First they looked at their chairs. “Somebody’s been sitting in
my chair!” said Daddy Bear. “Somebody’s been sitting in my chair!” said Mummy Bear. “Somebody’s been sitting in my
chair!” said Baby Bear “and now it’s broken! (frown)”.
Next they looked at their breakfast. “Somebody’s been eating my porridge!”, said Daddy Bear. “Somebody’s been eating
my porridge!” said Mummy Bear. “Somebody’s been eating my porridge!” said Baby Bear “and it’s all gone!” (frown).
Then they went upstairs. “Somebody’s been sleeping in my bed!” said Daddy Bear. “Somebody’s been sleeping in my
bed” said Mummy Bear. “Somebody’s been sleeping in my bed” said Baby Bear “and there she is!” (point)
“Who are you?” all 3 bears growled together (hands on hips). This woke Goldilocks up. She took one look at the bears,
leapt (jump up) out of the bed, ran (run in place) down the stairs, out of the cottage and all the way home (run in
place). The bears always remembered (point to head )to close the front door after that!
The end (close hands like a book)

